Year 6 Homework Summer Term 2
This half term our topics is our world- this will cover;
In science we will be looking at pollution and recognise the balances between Environmental destruction versus the need for energy, materials and habitats.


We will be reading autobiographies and poetry-  The Highwayman by the author -  Alfred Noyes

You should complete the expected tasks.  These do not need to be returned to school.   
Expected tasks;
	Reading – daily reading at home is essential.  Reading books and signed Reading Record Books must be brought to school every day – this is a school priority.
	Spelling – a list is attached of the spellings to practise this half term.
	Number skills – a list is attached of number work to practise this half term.

Extra tasks;
Your target is to complete at least 1 project from the extra task grids.  This work must be returned to school in the last week of half term.
You will receive a sticker: GOLD, SILVER or BRONZE to take home.

In History we will be looking at Baghdad and the development of the early Islamic Empire. This can include research about their learning and how it has evolved and changed.. 
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In science we are looking at pollution and man’s effects on the planet.  Prepare a balanced arguement about the need to care for our world, feed our population and achieve economic success.
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PE
Can children map their local environment, draw plans of their local area and create an orienteering type course in their area for others to follow.
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An idea of your own…

Spelling List For Summer 2
Words ending in
-tion  -sion   -ssion   -cian    -cious    -tious    -ance    -ence    -ible    -able  -cial    -tial   ( continued)
Plus the attached sheets from the year group spelling lists sent last half term and in this book.
Maths Activities
Express missing number problems algebraically eg 24 + x = 28 etc
Division activities and relating this to fractions.
Use, read, write and convert between standard units, converting measurements of length, mass, volume and time from a smaller unit of measure to a larger unit, and vice versa, using decimal notation  eg 4 .56 Km = 4560 m,   3.83 kg = 3830g   etc
Aware 360 degrees in a full turn, 90 in a right angle (quarter turn) and 180 in a straight line / half turn.

As well as this I will be setting tasks on ‘ Learning by Questions ‘ Website which you can log onto when you receive the code via Parents App.. 
Your child will be given a homework folder as well as this book, this needs to be returned to school every day to add further work to help support your child.
Word Lists for Summer 2

invention, injection, action, hesitation, completion expression, discussion, confession, permission, admission expansion, extension, comprehension, tension musician, electrician, magician, politician, mathematician scheme, chorus, chemist, echo, character chef, chalet, machine, brochure league, tongue, antique, unique science, scene, discipline, fascinate, crescent vein, weigh, eight, neighbour, they, obey except, 

affect/effect, ball/bawl, berry/bury, brake/break, fair/fare, grate/great, groan/grown, here/hear, heel/heal/he’ll, knot/not, mail/male, main/mane, meat/meet, medal/meddle, missed/mist, peace/piece,plain/plane,rain/rein/reign, scene/seen, weather/whether, whose/who’s 

vicious, precious, conscious, delicious, malicious, suspicious ambitious, cautious, fictitious, infectious, nutritious official, special, artificial, partial, confidential, essential referring, referred, referral, preferring, preferred, transferring, transferred reference, referee, preference, transference 
ought, bought, thought, nought, brought, fought rough, tough, enough cough though, although, dough through thorough, borough plough, bough 

